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The Effect of Using Fit Light Exercise in Some Physiological
Indicators and Smash Shot for Badminton’s Players
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Abstract
The reason for applying the project is for the development of some physiological variables and skill performance using a
device for the first time applied in Iraq to a sample of badminton players, and this device has a patent on 7/2/2019. An
experimental method is used for a sample of (12) players from (Al-Orthodoxy club). The experimental group is applied the
proposal technique, while, the control group is instructed by the coach.The results of the research attribute to the role of
the proposal exercises of fit light technology, thus, this technology has increased the attention and focusing of the sample
and some physiological variables and smash shot skill. It has been concluded that the exercises using fit light technology
is helped to improve their anaerobic abilities, also the exercises some physiological indicators. Furthermore, the exercises
are helped to reduce the heart rate before and after the tension of the sample.
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Background
The research problem lies in the lack of a variety of exercises in which some stimuli are compatible with the capabilities of
the players and within the period of their numbers, so this requires special training to develop the players' skill and
physiological capabilities, and this habituation to the application of exercises instructs the brain to neglect the various
stimulates that the player may need to serve the requirements competition, and the nature of the matches, which are
characterized by rapid strikes and rapid movements of their skills inside the small field.. There is a need in it to advance
the level of mental processes and employ them towards developing the skill and physiological capabilities of players in
order to meet the requirements of speed and excitement that characterize this game, the role of stimuli must be activated
according to the change in circumstances. The researchers note the variance in the training process. Which called for the
need to prepare specific exercises that depend on the investment of modern technology to assist in the training process to
help coaches and players to meet the requirements of this game, so the interest in the continuous renewal in the type of
exercises taking into account the game’s characters and the individual differences of its players according to the
determinants of the principles of sports training.

The aim of the research is preparing fit light exercises and introducing their effect experimentally on some physiological
indicators and the smash hit skill of badminton players.
The advantages of Fit Light technology
The following are the advantages of the exercises:

1. Easy to move and transport from one place to another.
2. The presence of lamp holders so that these lamps can be placed anywhere.
3. It contains a long-lasting battery.
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4. Considering age differences by setting up the time between turning on and turning off the lights and because the
level of the trainees differs from one to the other.

5. Provide safety and security when performing exercises, which encourages the player to continue training.
6. This device is designed to be used in all sports activities
7. works to introduce fun and joy into the psyche of the player through the element of suspense and excitement

The summary of the literature is a collection of supporting information for the study and evidence of the nature of our
work in the field of specialization.

The reasons for applying the project is a device for developing the speed of the kinetic response and compatibility between
the eye and the man and between the eye and the hand. It is a circular lamps with a diameter of 15 cm where there are
sensors of movement and carriers to place these lamps in any place and the position of exercises, and the distance between
the lamp And another stationary, and the player stands at a distance from it, where it is determined according to the
stadium and exercises put in place by the coach and extinguished by passing the arm or foot or any other tool. If the player
cannot reach these lights according to the specified time, the device will make a sound and cause him to lose as it appears
on the screen, and in the event that the person arrives at the specified time, the device records a winning point and displays
it on the screen and no sound is output. These lights are controlled by randomly and unexpectedly operating which of them
will work. Likewise, the time period between lighting and switching off lights is determined, so the player must access
these lamps during the specified time.

Methods
The aim of the research is preparing fit light exercises and introducing their effect experimentally on some physiological
indicators and the smash hit skill of badminton players. The experimental approach has been chosen for its suitability of
the research problem. The sample of the research is 12 badminton players from Al-Orthodoxy Club in Baghdad at the age
16-18 years. It has been chosen purposely but they were randomly divided into two groups an experimental and control
one. The experimental group is taken the proposal exercises by using the fit light technique, while the control group is
trained according the coach’s instructions. Also, (3 players) were elected for the pilot study for insuring the procedures of
the research. Furthermore, the sample is matched for insuring the homogeneity of the sample as it shown in Table (1).

Table (1) The X mean, Standard Deviation and Coefficient of Torsion of the Sample
Variables n X mean

Median
Standard
deviation

Coefficient of
Torsion

BMI 12 21,14 21 0,864 0,527
Length 12 1,80 1,78 0,10 0,82
Training (years) 12 17,06 17,00 0,44 0,39
Training age
(years) 12 17,42 18 2,021 0,37-

*Body mass index (BMI) = body weight (kg) / square body length (meters).

The results from table 1 shows homogeneity by the low torsion coefficient (less from± 1)
This indicates the normality of sample.The following tests are used with the two groups, they are;
First: the test for non-oxygenic phosphate ability (Winkett test) (Radwan, 1998:163).
Second: anaerobic step test (non-oxygenic lactic ability) (Ibid:164).
Third: The difference in the heartbeat rate per minute and the rate of oxygen saturation (Al-Nesary, 2011:25)
Fourth: Smash shot skill (Abid- Al-Husissan, 2013:45)
Fifth: Speed of nervous flow test (Baghdad Hospitals Guid, 2016: 266).
clinical EMG device was used to measure the electrical activity of the three variables under investigation.
The process of registering was done in a room with an average temperature of (22-25) degrees Celsius by attaching the
recording electrode at the origin of the muscle behind the brachialis (coracoid) that Works in the front and back strokes,
the other electrode is attached to the muscle Electrical indicators of the muscle will appear on the EMG.
After performing the pre-tests for the sample, an executing of training schedule has been started, by using the prepared
exercises of fit light technology
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• The execution of the training curriculum on the experimental research sample started on 4/6/2019 until 30/7/2019.
•The experimental has lasted 8 weeks, while the number of training units reached 24 units, at the rate of 3 units per week
(Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday).
•The training curriculum has been applied in a part of the main section of the training unit, which has a duration of (90)
minutes, with the duration of the main section including (60) minutes.
• The curriculum Performing was during the special preparation period.
• The repetitive training method was used with an intensity of 90% -100%, and the researchers adopted calculating the
intensity of the exercises through the number of frequencies within the exercise time and reducing the moving time and
extinguishing between the lamps.
• (4) seconds were applied between turning the lights on and off in the first and second week, and after that, the time was
reduced to (3) seconds in the third and fourth week, and then the time in the fifth and sixth week was reduced to (2)
seconds.

Appendix (1) Sample from the Exercises of the Experimental group

No. The exercises Tension of
the exercise

Time for
the exercise

Repetiti
on

Break
between the
repetition

grou
ps

Break
between
the groups

1

The player holds the racket the light
should be on the right line of the court.
The player should stand on the base
line on the sign and the player should
turn off the light by using the racket.

90% 20 sec. 4 60 sec. 2 2 min.

2

The lights put as an arch in the middle
of the court , the player who is
standing on the middle sign should
turn off the lights by the foot.

90% 20 sec. 4 60 sec. 2 2 min.

3

The player holds the racket the light
should be on the left line of the court.
The player should stand on the base
line on the sign and the player should
turn off the light by using the racket.

90% 20 sec. 4 60 sec. 2 2 min.

4

The player should stand after the end
line and the player should turn off the
light which are put beside the net line
as a line of lights. 90%

20 sec. 4 60 sec. 2 2 min.

Results analyzing:
The results of the pre and post-tests of the experimental group
After the results are analyzed, the data of the results are showed the following,

Table (2) Pre and Posttests of the Experimental group in the Variables of the Research

Research
variables

Pre-testPost-test
������calculated t-

test value
Error
level

Statistical
significance X meanStandard

DeviationX meanStandard
Deviation

Phosphorene
anaerobic power

((kW
25,143,2837,560,9712,4230,409,640,000sufficient

Lactic anaerobic
(power (kW

21,861,2128,861,215729,260,001sufficient

Difference in the
number of
heartbeats before

123,431,718112,431,27112,30912,600.000sufficient
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and after the
effort

Measuring
oxygen

saturation
(percentage

98,290,95980,8160,281,1130,670,522Un-sufficient

Speed of sensory
nerve flow (m /

(s
96.331.751114.670.51618.3331.96622.8380.000sufficient

Smash shot4.160.727.800.8360.0217.83-7.360.000sufficient

The results of the pre and posttests of the control group in the variables of the research

Table 3 Pre and Posttests of the Control group in the Variables of the Research

Research
variables

Pre-testPost-test
������calculated t

value

Error
levelStatistical

significance X-MeanStandard
Deviation

X-MeanStandard
Deviation

Phosphogenic
anaerobic power

((kW
274,4733,861,216,855,553,26

0,000
sufficient

Lactic anaerobic
(power (kW23,142,4125,291,972,141,463,87

0,000
sufficient

Difference in the
number of
heartbeats before
and after the

effort

124,432,761181,296,423,504,850.007sufficient

Measuring
oxygen saturation

(percentage
98,430,7898,140,90,281,130,670.522Un-sufficient

Speed of sensory
(nerve flow (m / s

94.832.639103.671.8628.8332.9277.3930.001sufficient

Smash shot4.000.616.8000.830.797.33-6.030,000sufficient

sufficient significance under the level ≤ 0.05 and the degree of freedom 9

The results of differences in (t value) for the two tests of the experimental group and the control group

for the Skill tests under investigation, analysis and discussion:

Table (4) It shows the results of the control and experimental groups in the variables under study in the post tests

Research variables
Experimental groupControl group

calculated t
value

Error
level

Statistical
significance X-

Mean
Standard
Deviation

X-
Mean

Standard
Deviation

Phosphogenic
anaerobic power

((kW
37,570,9733,861,216,300,000Sufficient
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Lactic anaerobic
(power (kW

28,861,2125,291,974,070,002Sufficient

Difference in the
number of heartbeats
before and after the

effort

112,431,271181,298,1320.003Sufficient

Measuring oxygen
saturation (percentage980,8198,140,90,3110.761Un-sufficient

Speed of sensory
(nerve flow (m / s

114.670.516103.671.86213.9450.000Sufficient

Smash shot4.160.724,000,616,430.000Sufficient

Discussion
The results of the research attribute to the role of the proposal exercises of fit light technology, thus, this technology has
increased the attention and focusing of the sample. therefore, the players have selected the best and quick stimulus through
limited the muscle cumin by showing the right stimulus . Also, these exercises have increased the expectation of sudden
movement and shot, and deviated the surrounded environment. Finally, the results obtain from the research have positive
effect on the sample of the research when the players have used the forehead smash shot of badminton.
Accordingly, the results are matched with Wady & Al-Janaby (2005) that the mission of nervous system is stimulate the
organs for doing their jobs as well the continuous stimulate the organs increase the human motor activity.
Furthermore, Al-Jebaly (2000) mentioned that if the player has high corresponded abilities , he/she could avoid expected
mistakes also, the player might have high performance. Because, the central nervous system function is selecting the quick
right response for the varieties of stimulus
The current research is agreed with Mahoad (2011) that the player could reach the high performance by developing the
abilities and directing these abilities by using methods and techniques to reach the high competitions. So, the players of the
experimental group have developed their abilities in smash shot of badminton.
According the results of heart rate, the current research is agreed with Abid Al-Hameed & Al-Hasaneen (1997) the
increasing the repeating of training cause the effect of heart and the function of the heart. So, the differences between the
pre and post tension are developed for the experimental groups because the using of fit light technology exercises.

Also, the current research has paralleled with (Halliwill, 2001) but the study mentioned the recovery and with long-term
adaptations to exercise training. WB-EMS stimulates all main muscle groups simultaneously during a moderate exercise
and can be considered as a time-efficient option to high-intensity resistance exercise improving the general strength
(Wolfgang Kemmler et al., 2016). Furthermore, WB-EMS affects positively the body composition and fitness parameters
by enhancing the energy expenditure and by improving the isometric strength (Boccia et al., 2017; Maggioni et al., 2010),
and it has been observed to be an effective method for cardio-metabolic risk factors prevention in previous studies
(Wolfgang Kemmler, Kohl, Freiberger, Sieber, & von Stengel, 2018; Wittmann et al., 2016).

Conclusions
1- The exercises using Fit Light technology has helped to improve their anaerobic abilities and outperform the players who
train without them.
2- That the application of exercises using the (Fit Light) technology helped to reduce the difference in the rate of heartbeat
ahead and before the badminton players exercise, also their superiority to increase this adaptability with the players who
train without them.
3- The exercises using the Fit Light technology for badminton players did not achieve an improvement in the rate of
oxygen saturation, nor did the control group who trained without them.
4- The employment of exercises using the Fit Light technology helped the badminton players to improve the speed of their
sensory flow and excel in these improvements among the players who train without them.
5- The exercises using Fit Light technology helped develop the smash shot skill of badminton players, and their superiority
over the players who trained without them.
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